FORTY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
She had been a secretary to Lenin in the days of the
revolution, and until a few years ago to Kalinin, the President
of the Soviet Union.   She loved to quote Stalin's proverb:
'American   efficiency,   German   accurateness,   Bolshevik
ideology—that's what we need.5   As regards the last, she
probably had it.  With the two first requirements she was still
battling. My transport to the sea was never organized by her.
I felt a little lost during the first few days in Igarka.  Until
now I had travelled with small groups, as is usual by
aeroplane.    Wherever we arrived, nay companions had
friends or business acquaintances, to whom they introduced
me.   la one way this was a disadvantage:   I could not at
first rid myself of the usual prejudice that in Russia 'they show
you only what they want you to see'.   Actually my friends
made no attempt to show me nice things only; there were
not many things to pick from anyway. All they did was to
interpret what we  saw in their own way: full of the
vision of what would be in so-and-so many years.   On the
other hand it made contacts easy; I felt 'one of the boys*
in the end, and I was honestly convinced that I had had
my ear more closely to the ground than on many previous
journeys abroad.   Here at Igarka it was different.   Igarka
is a large town.   I had no business with anybody and no one
had any business with me.  So before I succeeded in mingling
freely with the men in the street—there had been no streets
in the other towns—I stuck to officials for a short time.  They
had to talk to me when I talked to them, because they were
in official positions.   Of course I had no illusions as to how
much their opinions were worth.
I had better luck with Stukater (Abram Abramovitch)
than with Ostroumova. His official title was 'Chief of the
Glavsevmorput Territorial Administration of Krasnoyarsk*,
or 'Business Manager of an estate four times the size of
Germany5, as he put it. A kindly looking man; on the wrong
side of forty. He wore horn-rimmed spectacles that were
out of harmony with his military breeches, boots and dark
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TO HER I WAS A BOURGEOIS

